5alpha Adventurous
Fact sheet as at 30 June 2017

Fund Information
Pricing Frequency
Currency
Inception Date

Objective & Investment Policy
Daily The fund’s objective is to deliver enhanced risk-adjusted returns over the medium to long term for an adventurous investor or as
GBP a core adventurous building block within a diversified portfolio. This objective is achieved by combining fundamental investment
28/11/2016 management techniques with proprietary systematic investment strategies. The fund is not capital protected.

The investment strategy has a strong focus on risk management which aims to preserve capital during adverse market
conditions by varying the level of risk throughout the business cycle. This process is managed by a combination of fundamental
portfolio construction and systematic strategies, the latter of which selects from a universe of 9,000 funds on an ongoing basis.
The aim is to blend a variety of investment strategies in order to capture returns while maximising diversification. In addition,
there are long-term diversified core holdings with variable risk parameters that invest in directly held securities.

Share Classes
A Acc GBP
ISIN

IE00BYX95737

B Acc GBP
ISIN

IE00BYX95950

Target asset allocation

By combining a dispassionate computer-driven investment process with human experience, there is the potential for superior
returns for an adventurous fund. This approach is both dynamic and cost-efficient.
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The managers monitor a vast range of
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economic indicators which impact upon
target asset allocation mix. At times of
market stress the managers may look to
substantially reduce equity exposure within 104.0
the fund. This means at times, though
historically infrequent, the fund may be
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largely invested into fixed income and
cash.
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Charges
Preliminary Charge
Investment Manager Charge
Performance Fee*
Hurdle Rate
Minimum Initial Investment

5alpha Adventurous A Acc GBP
Up to 5%
0.50% *Since inception (S/I) date 28 November 2016; Source - Morningstar
10%
9%
£500,000 Returns (%)

*In excess of hurdle

5alpha Adventurous A Acc GBP

Risk & Reward Profile
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Contact details
Newscape Capital Group Ltd
86 Jermyn Street
London SW1Y 6JD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7024 4810

01/03/2017 31/03/2017

Top 5 Holdings
Source Data: Daily Return

Return
5alpha Adventurous A Acc GBP
5alpha Adventurous B GBP Acc
IA OE Flexible Investment

8.75
8.76
15.12

M&G North American Dividend Fund
Std Dev BlackRock Pacific ex Japan Equity Tracker Fund
10.20 M&G Japan Smallr Companies Fund
JP Morgan Natural Resources Fund
10.20 JP Morgan Emerging Europe Equity Fund
5.35
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Disclaimer
All data provided is sourced from Morningstar as at 30/06/2017, unless otherwise specified, and is for informational purposes only. This fact sheet is approved and issued by Newscape
Capital Group ("Newscape") which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (193700) where Newscape Capital Group is the Investment Manager of the portfolio. The
5alpha Adventurous Fund (the “Fund”) is an open-ended sub-fund of Newscape Funds plc (the “Company”), an umbrella fund with segregated liability between sub-funds, incorporated
with limited liability as an investment company with variable capital (“ICVC”) under the laws of Ireland, registered number 451653. The Fund is a recognised collective investment scheme
for the purposes of Section 264 of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). This document does not constitute advice, an offer or solicitation to invest in the Fund. Any
decision to purchase or sell securities should be made solely on the information contained in the Fund’s Offering Memorandum, Supplement and Key Investor Information Document (KIID)
(“Fund Documents”). It is intended only for use by Financial Advisors and not for distribution to retail investors; if you are uncertain with regards to your eligibility you should seek
independent professional advice on the matter. This document does not constitute professional advice, or an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to sell securities and no securities are to be
offered or sold other than to persons whose ordinary activities involve them in acquiring, holding, managing or disposing of investments (as principal or agent) for the purposes of their
businesses, or otherwise in circumstances which have not resulted and will not result in an offer to the public within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. The fund
is not suitable for all types of investors. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future performance; investments can go down as well as up. Market and currency movements
may cause the value of investments and the income from them to fall as well as rise. Whilst all reasonable care has been taken in preparing this fact sheet, the information contained
herein has been obtained from sources that we consider reliable but we do not represent that it is complete or accurate and it should not be relied upon as such. All return figures have
been calculated as compounded returns. Neither Newscape, its officers or employees shall be in any way responsible for its content. All trading strategies are denominated in Sterling
unless otherwise stated. It is the responsibility of all users to be informed and to observe all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction, and to satisfy themselves that their
use of this information and any subsequent investment in the funds permissible under the applicable laws, rules and regulations of any applicable government, governmental agency, or
regulatory organisation where they reside. This factsheet is valid as of July 2017.
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